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Q. Please state your name, affiliation, and qualifications.

A. My name is Charles Komanoff. I am a consultant, researcher and author on public

policy matters pertaining to the energy, electricity and transportation sectors of the

United States and other countries. I conduct my consulting activities through

Komanoff Energy Associates, a business venture I founded in 1977. KEA clients

have included the U.S. Departments of Energy and Transportation, the General

Accounting Office and Office of Technology Assessment of the U.S. Congress, and

state governmental agencies in 19 states (including the seven largest), collectively

accounting for well over half of the U.S. population. I have extensive experience

analyzing the prospects and performance of the U.S. and world nuclear power sector.

My resume is attached to my testimony.
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I Q. What is the purpose of your testimony?

2

3 A. I have been retained to analyze and evaluate cost-benefit issues pertaining to the

4 application by Louisiana Energy Services ("LES") to construct the proposed National

5 Enrichment Facility (NEF) in Lea County in southeast New Mexico.

6

7 Q. Please summarize your testimony.

8

9 A. My main conclusion is as follows: If LES is unable to build and operate the NEF,

10 the worldwide nuclear power and electricity sectors could easily absorb the loss of

11 uranium enrichment capacity and produce the same volume of enriched uranium and

12 nuclear-generated electricity simply by increasing the tails assay - the average U-

13 235 content in the uranium tails - at other enrichment facilities around the world. In

14 2020, a "model" year selected at random, this operational change would add very

15 little - less than two-thirds of one percent, and perhaps as little as one-tenth of one

16 percent - to the world average cost of nuclear electricity. Averaged over the world's

17 total electricity production in 2020, the cost would be minuscule - an increase of at

18 most just one part in 1,200, and perhaps as little as one part in 7,500.

19

20 Q. Why should the Atomic Safety & Licensing Board take notice of your first

21 conclusion?

22

23 A. LES has represented that the NEF is "important ... to U.S. energy and national

.24 security objectives [because] it would provide additional, reliable, and economical

25 domestic enrichment capacity in a manner that would enhance the diversity and

26 security of the U.S. enriched uranium supply." (NEF ER Rev 2, p. 1. 1-3.) If in fact
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I this asserted purpose of the NEF can be accomplished through fairly mundane

2 operational adjustments by other enrichment facilities, and with minimal economic

3 penalty, then the NEF's importance to U.S. energy and national security objectives is

4 cast in a different light.

5.

6 Q. What operational adjustments at other enrichment facilities would offset the loss

7 of the NEF?

8

9 A. The NEF is designed to provide 3 million SWU's (Separative Work Units) per

10 year. Assuming that there is demand for such enrichment services, I calculated

11 increases in tails assays that would reduce the worldwide need for uranium

12 enrichment by 3 million SWU's in the model year 2020. The increases are roughly

13 0.0005 to 0.00052 in the U-235 content of the tails stream. More specifically:

14 * The tails assay of fuel for French nuclear power stations would be increased,

15 from 0.0027, to 0.0032, an increase of .0005.

16 * The tails assay of fuel for Japanese nuclear power stations would be increased,

17 from 0.0030, to 0.00352, an increase of .00052.

18 * The tails assay of fuel for U.S. and U.K. nuclear power stations would be

19 increased, from 0.0032, to 0.0037, an increase of .0005.

20 * The tails assay of fuel for other nuclear power stations supplied by Eurodif or

21 Urenco would be increased, from 0.0030, to 0.00352, an increase of .00052.

22 * The tails assay of fuel for Russian nuclear power stations would remain

23 unchanged at 0.0011.

24 * The tails assay of fuel for any other nuclear power stations not itemized

25 above, would be increased, from 0.003 0, to 0.003 52, an increase of .00052.

26

3



I Q. On what basis do you assert that the above changes would reduce worldwide need

.2 for uranium enrichment by 3 million SWU's in the model year 2020?

3

4 A. In the case I hypothesize, enrichment plants in the United States and elsewhere

5 would generate enriched uranium of the same quantity, and having the same U-235

6 assay, as the output hypothesized by LES in any given year. However, the plants

7 would operate somewhat less efficiently, and as a result the U-235 assay of the tails

8 stream would be higher. Thus, for a given quantity of enriched uranium output, the

9 customer would need to supply additional UF6 to the enrichment plant. The required

10 increase in the tails assay "falls out" from, or is revealed by, the computer program

11 for calculating enrichment requirements that LES provided to the intervenors in the

12 fall of 2004. The program calculates future enrichment requirements by country and

13 by region as a function of input variables, such as the number and capacity of nuclear

14 power plants, the reactors' expected capacity factors and fuel burnups, and the

15 intended tails assays. Using the program, I changed the assumed values of the tails

16 assays for the various regional subgroups of nuclear plants so as to produce an

17 aggregate worldwide enrichment output that was approximately 3 million SWU's less

18 than the value in LES's program for the year 2020.

19

20 Q. What were the assumed value in LES's program and your modified, lesser value

21 for worldwide enrichment output in 2020?

22

23 A. The assumed value is 42.677 million SWU's per year. It is shown as the fourth-to-

24 last value (corresponding to the year 2020) in the data array labeled "WORLD

25 TOTAL" under the general heading "SWU REQUIREMENTS" on pp. 8-9 of the file

26 REGION.OUT included on the computer CD provided by LES. My modified value is
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1 39.653 million SWU's per year. It appears in the same location in the modified

2 REGION.OUT file that results from running LES's computer program with the

3 modified tails assays indicated above (e.g., .00352 rather than .0030). This modified

4 value is 3.024 million SWU's per year less than LES's assumed value. Thus, the

5 specified changes in tails assays would, in aggregate, reduce worldwide enrichment

6 operations by approximately 3 million SWU's per year in 2020.

7

8 Q. With the changes that you specify, would the same amount of enriched uranium,

9 enriched to the same level, be produced?

10

11 A. Yes; the LES computer program shows that the same amount and quality of

12 enriched uranium would be produced. This may be seen by examining the respective

13 REGION.OUT files - both the one provided by LES and the one produced when the

14 LES program is run with the modified tails assays. The entry "AVG. LWR ENR"

15 shown on the last page of the files is the same in both cases, 4.308, indicating that the

16 average U-235 content of the world's nuclear power reactors in the year 2020 is

17 4.308% for both sets of tails assays. Other output parameters pertaining to the fuel

18 used in reactors are similarly unchanged; indeed, the LES program is configured so as

19 to yield the quantities and enrichment levels of U-235 specified for the world's

20 reactors, and those specifications are the same for the two scenarios. On the other

21 hand, the average tails assay has increased, from 0.281 % in the LES case to 0.327%

22 in my case; these values may be seen in the respective REGION.OUT files, in the

23 entry "AVG. LWR TAILS" that appears directly below the "AVG. LWR ENR" entry.

24

25 Q. Would there be any costs from raising the tails assays of the world's enrichment

26 facilities as you have described?
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1

2 A. Yes. Enrichment plants would be used less efficiently. More uranium would need

3 to be mined and milled to compensate for the less efficient use of uranium (reflected

4 in the higher tails assays) at the enrichment plants. In addition, a correspondingly

5 greater quantity of depleted uranium would be produced and would require

6 management and disposal.

7

8 Q. Have you estimated the increased amount of uranium mining and milling and the

9 increased production and disposal of depleted uranium that would result from raising

10 tails assays as you have described?

II

12 A. Yes. As an example, LES's program has calculated that the amount of U308 that

13 would need to be mined and milled to fuel the world's nuclear power stations in the

14 year 2020, assuming that 42.68 million SWU's of enrichment is carried out in that

15 year. The result is 179.8 million pounds. The same program calculates that the

16 amount of U308 needed would rise to 199.7 million pounds, in the event that only

17 39.65 million SWUs of enrichment is carried out and tails assays are increased to

18 compensate for the lesser amount of separative work. Similarly, it can be calculated

19 from data provided by LES that, under its scenario (which includes the NEF), the

20 world's enrichment operations will produce 60,830 metric tons of DUF6 in the model

21 year 2020; under my scenario, DUF6 output is 68,330 metric tons, an increase of

22 7,500 metric tons.

23

24 Q. Please explain how you estimated those increased quantities of U308 and DUF6.

25
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1 A. LES's estimate of world U308 requirements for 2020 appears in the

2 REGION.OUT data file described earlier, on p. 8, as the fourth-to-last value in the

3 data array labeled "WORLD TOTAL" under the general heading "U308

4 REQUIREMENTS." My estimate of U308 production, which is 1 1.1% higher than

5 the LES figure, appears in the same place, when the LES computer program is run

6 with increased tails assays, as indicated above (e.g., .00352 rather than .0030). An

7 analogous procedure yields the amount of UF6 input to the enrichment process

8 (68,100 metric tons of U with LES's assumptions, 75,600 metric tons, or 11.1%

9 more, with mine). Deducting the portions of these UF6 inputs that make it into the

10 "product stream" of enriched uranium (an average of 10.7% with LES's tails assays,

I I 9.6% with mine) yields the amounts of depleted uranium (for the LES scenario and

12 my scenario) noted in the previous answer.

13

14 Q. Have you estimated the cost for the worldwide nuclear power sector of having to

15 produce additional U308 and having to dispose of additional DUF6 that would result

16 from increasing enrichment tails assays?

17

18 A. Yes. I estimate that the worldwide cost of the effort to mine and mill the additional

19 U308 would be between $400 and $800 million a year. The worldwide cost of

20 disposing of the additional DUF6 would fall between $50 and $440 million a year.

21 These costs are derived step-by-step in NIRS/PC Exhibit 49 (CK-2) to my testimony.

22

23 Q. Please explain how you calculated that the worldwide cost of mining and milling

24 the additional U308 would be between $400 and $800 million a year.

25
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I A. As noted earlier, the additional U308 required due to running the enrichment

2 plants at higher tails assays is approximately 20 million pounds for the model year

3 2020. To estimate the likely price of U308 in 2020 I combed authoritative sources,

4 such as the World Nuclear Association and the 2003 MIT study, The Future of

5 ANuclear Powver. WNA's Uranium Markets report of October, 2004 (available at

6 http://vww.world-nuclear.org/info/inf22.htm) (NIRS/PC Exhibit 51) calls $15/lb a

7 "plausible price" for production levels slightly higher than today's. The MIT study

8 (available at http://web.mit.edu/nucleampower/) (NIRS/PC Exhibit 52) is quite

9 sanguine as to the capacity of the world uranium industry to supply ample quantities

10 of U308 at moderate prices, as are the biennial "Red Books"jointly published by the

11 OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) and the International Atomic Energy Agency

12 (IAEA). (The current report in the series, Uranium 2003: Resources, Production and

13 Demand, is available at http://wwwl.oecd.org/publications/e-book/6604081E.PDF.)

14 (NIRS/PC Exhibit 53) Based on those sources, and in light of the fact that the spot

15 market price of U308 has been under $20 a pound almost continuously for the past

16 decade, $20 per pound of U308 seems to be a reasonable and probably conservative

17 estimate of the average price of U308 in 2020 (in today's dollars). The worldwide

18 increment in U308 requirements of 20 million pounds attributable to the higher tails

19 assays in uranium enrichment would thus have an annual cost of $400 million.

20 However, this assumes that the price of U308 is unaffected by the need to mine

21 and mill more of it. To allow for the possibility that the world average price would

22 rise due to the need to tap lower-grade ores, I have postulated an alternative U308

23 price that is 10%, or $2/lb, higher than the expected price of $20/lb. Multiplying the

24 price increment of $2/lb times the total U308 requirement of 200 million pounds

25 yields an additional $400 million cost. Adding this to the $400 million just derived

8



I yields an annual cost of $800 million for the additional U308 required to offset the

2 increase in.tails assays.

3

4 Q. Please explain how you calculated that the worldwide cost of managing and

5 disposing of the additional DUF6 would be between $50 and $450 million a year.

6

7 A. Estimates of the average cost to dispose of DUF6 vary widely. In its Safety

8 Analysis Report, LES estimated a cost per kg of depleted uranium of $5.50 (see p.

9 10.3-1). Since LES's estimate apparently applies only to deconversion and storage, I

10 have added $1.26/kg for disposal, following IEER's statement that this is LES's

1 1 estimate. (See Arjun Makhijani and Brice Smith, "Costs and Risks of Management

12 and Disposal of Depleted Uranium from the National Enrichment Facility Proposed

13 to be Built in Lea County New Mexico by LES," Institute for Energy and

14 Environmental Research, Nov. 24, 2004, pp. 47 and 51.) The result is an estimate,

15 attributable to LES, of $6.76/kgU to dispose of depleted uranium from enrichment

16 facilities. Multiplying this cost rate by the increment in DU of 7,500 MT from

17 operating the world's enrichment facilities at higher tails assays yields a cost

18 increment of $51 million a year.

19 If the higher volumes of DU lead to a 10% increase in the unit costs of disposal of

20 all DUF6, then the total cost increment is $97 million. (The additional $46 million is

21 calculated as the product of the total of 68,330 metric tons of DU to be disposed of

22 annually, times the unit cost increase of $0.68 per kg.)

23 However, this range of additional costs, roughly $50 - $100 million, is predicated

24 on an estimate of unit costs for dispositioning depleted uranium attributable to LES. It

25 is possible that the costs will be considerably higher. My co-consultant, Dr.

26 Makhijani, certainly believes that they will be. In his November 2004 report, cited
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I above, he posits that the cost to deconvert, store and dispose of DU will be between

2 $23.79 and $30.41 per kilogram. Multiplying the higher of those unit costs ($30.41)

3 times the 7,500 MT increase in DU attributable to the higher tails assay yields a cost

4 increment of $228 million a year for the higher volumes of DU associated with

5 operating the world's enrichment facilities at higher tails assays. If in addition this

6 higher cost rate ($30.41) undergoes a 10% increase due to the higher volumes of DU

7 that must be disposed of worldwide, then the total cost increment would be $436

8 million, which I have rounded to $440 million above.

9

10 Q. Are there any' other parts of the nuclear fuel cycle for which significant cost

11 increases are reasonably foreseeable if the worldwide nuclear power sector does

12 without the NEF?

13

14 A. I don't believe so. One could calculate higher carrying costs (interest costs)

15 associated with the increased uranium costs, but these are likely to be of second-order

16 magnitude. I believe the cost ranges given above - $400 to $800 million a year for

17 uranium mining and milling, plus $50 to $440 million a year to dispose of the

18 depleted uranium tails - capture the likely increased costs.

19

20 Q. Are there any parts of the nuclear fuel cycle for which significant cost decreases

21 are likely if the NEF isn't built?

22

23 A. Yes, enrichment itself. If the worldwide nuclear power industry operates with 3

24 million fewer units of separative work by enrichment plants, then that is a process

25 savings which will translate into a cost savings. While the cost savings may be less

10



I than the cost increases just noted, they are not trivial and should be accounted for as a

2 credit against the higher costs to mine and mill U308 and to dispose of DUF6.

3

4 Q. How large are the cost savings associated with the decrease in worldwide

5 enrichment work?

6

7 A. (The trade newsletter Ux Weekly reported in its issue of Oct. 1 1, 2004 (Vol. 18,

8 No. 41) (NIRS/PC Exhibit 54) that the spot price of enrichment in mid-2004 had been

9 steady at $110/SVWU. See http://www.uxc.com/products/UxWI 8-41 .pdf.) For

10 conservatism I assume a lesser average price for enrichment in 2020 of $1 00/SWU, in

11 today's dollars. (The lower price is conservative in calculating net costs of not

12 building the NEF.) This implies that the savings from reducing worldwide enrichment

13 activity by 3 million SWU would be $300 million a year (the product of the reduction

14 in enrichment processing of 3 million SWU times the anticipated unit price of

15 enrichment of $100 per SWU. Note that I don't posit a change in the enrichment price

16 due to the absence of the NEF, since I assume that the balance (difference) between

17 enrichment supply (capacity) and demand (processing) is unaffected by the status of

18 the NEF.

19

20 Q. What, then, would be the net cost for the worldwide nuclear power sector in 2020

21 of not constructing the NEF?

22

23 A. My analysis has four different scenarios, depending upon whether the unit costs of

24 U308 and DU do or don't increase as a result of the use of higher tails assays, and

25 whether a low (LES) or high (IEER) cost of disposing of DU is assumed. The net

11



1 costs, in millions of dollars per year, with the amounts rounded, for the model year

2 2020, are as follows:

3

4 No U308 or DU cost increase, LES cost for DU: $145 million

5 10% U308 & DU cost increases, LES cost for DU: $590 million

6 No U308 or DU cost increase, IEER cost for DU: $325 million

7 1 0% U3 08 & DU cost increases, IEER cost for DU: $930 million

8

9 These costs are derived and displayed in NIRS/PC Exhibit 49 (CK-2) to my

10 testimony. The range of the cost increases for 2020 is from a low of approximately

11 $145 million a year to a high of around $930 million.

12

13 Q. How, in your opinion, should the Licensing Board view these cost increases?

14

15 A. Costs are best viewed in relation to the phenomenon or sector to which they

16 pertain. Since the costs I am discussing here would be spread over the nuclear fuel

17 cycle on a worldwide basis, two contexts suggest themselves. One is the cost of

18 nuclear electricity worldwide, and the other is the cost of all electricity production,

19 also on a worldwide basis.

20

21 Q. How important is the expected worldwide cost increase of$145 to $930 million a

22 year associated with not constructing the NEF, in the context of worldwide

23 production of nuclear power?

24

25 A. The increase is extremely minor, even at the high end of the range. The cost range

26 is between 0.10% and 0.64% of the likely cost of producing nuclear power in 2020.

12



1 Because fractional percents can be hard to grasp, it may be helpful to express these

2 . figures as reciprocals: the increased cost of nuclear powver due to not having the NEF

3 will be, at most, an increase of 1 part in 160; and, at the low end of the range, an

4 increase of 1 part in 990.

5

6 Q. Please explain how you made that calculation.

7

8 A. The calculation is straightforward. Referring to LES's computer program, the

9 390,100 megawatts of world nuclear capacity that LES projects will be functioning in

10 2020, operating at the average 84.5% capacity factor projected by LES, will generate

I1 2,890 TWh (terrawatt-hours, or trillion watt-hours) a year. Divided by that

12 production, a cost increase of $145 million (the low end of the range) equates to

13 0.005 cents per kWh. Similarly, a cost increase of $930 million (the high end of the

14 range) equates to 0.032 cents per kWh. Assuming that the average cost of owning and

15 operating nuclear power plants is 5 cents a kU'h, those incremental costs represent a

16 cost increase of 0.10% to 0.64%. (These figures are shown in NIRS/PC Exhibit 49

17 (CK-2) to my testimony.)

18

19 Q. What is your basis for assuming a baseline cost of 5 cents a kWh for future nuclear

20 power generation?

21

22 A. I drew upon the 2003 MIT study, The Future of Nuclear Power, cited earlier.

23 (NIRS/PC Exhibit 52). That study posited a baseline total owning and operating cost

24 of new nuclear plants of 6.70/kWh (in 2002 dollars), with five sets of putative

25 improvements (e.g., construction cost and time savings) reducing the cost to as little

26 as 4.20f/kWh. (These estimates are discussed at p. 7 of the MIT study.) The average of

13



I this cost range is 5.50/kWh, which I have rounded down to 5 cents here. While it is

2 true that presently operating plants may enjoy lower costs in 2020 by virtue of having

3 paid off their initial capital investment, it is also true that the MIT costs would

4 represent a significant reduction from actual experience in the nuclear power industry.

5 In any event, 5 cents stands as a reasonable and likely conservative "round number"

6 estimate of the future cost of nuclear power generation.

7

8 Q. How significant is the $145 to $930 million a year cost increase in the context of

9 worldwide production of all electricity in 2020?

10

11 A. Because nuclear power is expected to be a small part of the world's total electricity

12 production in 2020, the percentage cost increase due to not constructing the NEF is

13 that much smaller when it is measured against the entire electricity sector. Assuming,

14 not unreasonably, that global electricity use grows at 2% a year to 2020, nuclear

15 power will account for only 13% of world electric generation in that year. This figure,

16 13%, is the result of dividing the 2,890 TWh of nuclear power, projected by LES for

17 2020, by projected world electricity generation in the same year of 21,838 TWh; the

18 latter figure was calculated by increasing 2002 world electricity generation of 15,290

19 TWh [see http://,wwvv.eia.doe.gov/pub/intemational/iealf/table63.xls] (NIRS/PC

20 Exhibit 55) at 2% per year to 2020. If the increased costs due to not building the NEF

21 are averaged over all electricity generation, and if all power production in 2020 is

22 assumed to have the same 50/kWh cost assumed for nuclear power, then the

23 additional cost per kWh, in percentage terms, is 13% of the levels given in the

24 previous answer: a high of 0.084% and a low of 0.013%. Taking reciprocals and

25 rounding, the increase in the average cost of electricity power due to not having the

26 NEF will be, at most, an increase of I part in 1,200; and, at the low end of the range,

14



I an increase of 1 part in 7,500. Such increases would be, for all practical purposes,.

2 invisible.

3

4 Q. Earlier, you said that the absence of NEF would cause an average increase

5 between 0.005 cents per kWh and 0.032 cents per kWh in the cost of nuclear power in

6 2020. Should supporters of nuclear power be concerned that such an increase would

7 harm nuclear power's competitiveness against other energy sources?

8

9 A. Hardly. First, as noted, even the high end of the range is barely noticeable, if that,

10 since it equates to a mere 1 -in- 160 increase in the average cost of nuclear electricity.

11 If that isn't evidence enough, consider how even the high-end increase of

12 (approximately) 0.030/kWh would be dwarfed by the effect on generation costs of

13 prospective charges on carbon emissions from power generation using coal, oil and

14 natural gas.

15

16 Q. What prospective levies on carbon emissions are you referring to?

17

18 A. Taxes or other charges on the carbon content of fuels are a policy tool by which

19 regulators would create economic incentives to reduce use of fossil fuels, for

20 example, to slow the rise in atmospheric concentrations of climate-altering carbon

21 dioxide. Since carbon-containing fuels-coal, oil and natural gas -account for

22 three-quarters of non-nuclear electricity generation, and since carbon charges would

23 not apply to nuclear power generation, such charges would improve the competitive

24 position of nuclear power vis-A-vis the fossil fuels that are the primary alternative.

25

15



I Q. If carbon charges are enacted, how would they compare in magnitude to the cost

2 increase that nuclear power plants would bear due to the absence of the NEF?

3

4 A. That's a somewhat speculative question, since, to my knowledge, no significant

5 carbon taxes have yet been enacted by any country or group of countries. However,

6 according to a recent report in The New York Times, the right to release a ton of

7 carbon dioxide into the atmosphere was trading at around 8.50 euros, or $11.53, on

8 the European Climate Exchange. This price equates to 1.15 cents per kWh generated

9 from coal, or 0.5 cents per kWh for a new combined-cycle plants burning natural gas,

10 as shown in NIRS/PC Exhibit 50 (CK-3) to my testimony. These costs are 16 to 36

11 times larger than the upper-bound cost of 0.0320U/kWh that nuclear power will bear if

12 the NEF is not built.

13

14 Q. Do you have any other data points for comparing possible carbon charges on fossil

15 fuels to the cost impact on nuclear power of not constructing the NEF?

16

17 A. Yes, although these values are from studies rather than from actual prices or

18 charges imposed by policy. (The figures that follow are shown in NIRS/PC Exhibit

19 50 (CK-3) to my testimony.)

20 In the United States, environmental advocates in Minnesota mounted an

21 ambitious campaign to enact a state-level carbon tax in the late 1990s. A major study

22 commissioned for that campaign analyzed two tax levels- $10 per ton of C02, and

23 $50 per ton of C02. Ignoring the higher level for conservatism, the lower level

24 equates to roughly 1.0 cent per kWh generated from coal, and between 0.40 and 0.45

25 cents per kWh for a new combined-cycle plants burning natural gas. These costs are
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1 13 to 31 times larger than the upper-bound cost of 0.0320/kWh that nuclear power

2 will bear if the NEF is not built.

3 In Japan, a government advisory panel endorsed a proposal in August 2003 to tax

4 fossil fuels at the rate of 3400 yen per ton of carbon (not C02). Using December

5 2004 exchange rates, this proposed levy is roughly 90% as great as the $10/ton charge

6 on C02 that was studied for Minnesota. Accordingly, the per-kWh charges would be

7 roughly 0.9 cents for coal-fired power, and slightly less than 0.4 cents for new

8 combined-cycle plants burning natural gas. These charges are 12-28 times larger than

9 the upper-bound cost to nuclear power if the NEF is not built.

10 Finally, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change estimated in 2001 that

11 carbon taxes in the range of $20 - $135 per ton of carbon (in 1990 dollars) would be

12 required to set in motion the needed conservation and fuel-switching measures to

13 meet the C02-reduction targets set for 2010 in the Kyoto Accords. (The cost range

14 would have been several times higher, according to the IPCC, if not for the

15 assumption that international trading of C02 emissions would be permitted.)

16 Collapsing this range into one figure, the geometric mean, and expressing it in 2004

17 dollars, yields per-kWh charges of 1.8-1.9 cents for coal-fired power, and slightly less

18 than 0.8 cents for new combined-cycle plants burning natural gas. These figures are

19 25-58 times larger than the upper-bound cost to nuclear power if the NEF is not built.

20

21 Q. But no such carbon taxes have been enacted, correct?

22

23 A. That is correct, but limits on carbon are beginning to be ehacted that will have the

24 same effect as direct taxes. Indeed, the London Climate Exchange price quote that I

25 cited-above (8.50 euros) for the right to emit a ton of C02 is the result of trading in

26 anticipation of limits on carbon emissions from some 12,000 European power plants

17



I and other industrial facilities that take effect next month (Feb. 2005). Moreover, the

2 fact that taxes are being studied that would burden fossil-fuel generation several

3 dozen times as much as the absence of the NEF would affect nuclear generation (and

4 a hundred or more times as much, based on the lower bound of NEF costs) points to

5 the minor nature of the consequences to the nuclear power industry of foregoing the

6 NEF.

7

8 Q. Does this conclude your testimony?

9

10 A. Yes.

18
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16 the Tri-State Transportation Campaign, director of the Bridge Tolls Advocacy Project, and
17 co-ordinator of the pedestrian-rights organization Right Of Way. His work combines expertise in
18 policy analysis, a flair for expressing numerical and economic data in concrete terms, and a
19 passion for progressive social change. Komanoff graduated with honors from Harvard College
20 with a B.A. in Applied Mathematics.

21 Authoritv on U.S. energy transport and environment

22 Komanoff's career in policy analysis has primarily addressed two leading sources of environ-
23 mental and social harm in industrial societies: electricity generation and motor vehicles.

24 Electricity and Nuclear Power

25 Throughout the 1970s and '80s - the prime years of debate over the future of nuclear power-
26 Komanoff was the leading U.S. source of credible information on reactor costs. Through
27 painstaking data collection, rigorous analysis, numerous articles and books, and clear articulation
28 to journalists, he helped policy-makers and the public grasp the true dimensions of nuclear
29 power's spiraling costs. During this period, Komanoff consulted for two Congressional agencies,
30 the U.S. Department of Energy, and close to two dozen states including New York, California,
31 Texas and Florida; presented expert testimony before the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
32 and 20 Public Utility Commissions; testified before four Committees of Congress and the Select
33 Committee on Energy of the House of Commons (U.K.); and tutored countless journalists on the
34 extent and causes of cost escalation in the U.S. nuclear power industry.

35 Komanoff recently represented several Manhattan community groups in evaluating and mitigat-
36 ing a proposal by Con Edison to expand its East 14'h Street steam-and-electric station; and ana-
37 lyzed the potential for electricity conservation in the New York area for a coalition seeking to shut
38 the Indian Point reactors in Westchester County. Following the 9/11 attacks, he published Ending
39 The OilAge, an imaginative policy prescription for immediately reducing U.S. oil consumption
40 by up to 10%. On apro bono basis, Komanoff is currently rebutting "NIMBY" critics of proposed
41 wind-energy projects in the Northeast U.S., contrasting the facilities' prospective minuscule noise
42 and visual impacts with their robust benefits in displacing fossil fuels.
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3 Transport

4 Komanoff is a founding trustee of the Tri-State Transportation Campaign, a confederation of
5 advocacy groups working to reform transport planning and financing in the New York region. He
6 edited and co-authored Tri-State's Citizen4Action Plan, a holistic approach to regional transport
7 emphasizing road pricing, center-oriented development and extensive transit upgrades. Tri-State
8 has also published Komanoff's comprehensive analyses of roadway subsidies in New York and
9 New Jersey and his 2003 study of the benefits of "value pricing" (higher peak tolls with off-peak

10 discounts) for New York City bridges and tunnels.

11 Komanoff conceived and edited the Bicycle Blueprint, the most ambitious bike plan ever pub-
12 lished for New York (or any other U.S. city). He contributed a volume, Environmental Benefits of
13 Bicycling and W'alking in the United States, to the Federal Highway Administration's National
14 Bicycling and Walking Study. He has spelled out road-pricing proposals in a report for the Energy
15 Foundation and numerous periodicals ranging from the Pace Environmental Lawv Review to NYC
16 newspapers and magazines. He composed the chapter on bicycling for the new (2004)
17 Encyclopedia of Energy (Elsevier).

18 Environment

19 Komanoff's work on environmental policy dates to 1972, when he co-directed the Council on
20 Economic Priorities' landmark study of pollution in the U.S. electric power industry, The Price
21 of Poiver. In 1972-74 he worked for the NYC Dept. of Environmental Protection as a senior
22 environmental economist, composing original analyses that helped stop the Storm King pumped-
23 storage project in the Hudson Highlands and LNG tank farms on Staten Island. Komanoff has
24 published popular and technical articles on air pollution from electric generation and motor
25 vehicles, and he recently contributed the chapter on economic incentives for reducing automotive
26 pollution in Northwest Queens for a study for the Queens borough president.

27 He is also an authority on noise pollution. Komanoff 's monograph, Drowning In Noise: Noise
28 Costs of Jet Skis in America, published by the Noise Pollution Clearinghouse, analyzed the
29 uniquely annoying noise from jet skis. He currently advises the Manhattan community group
30 Neighbors Against N.O.I.S.E. in its campaigns against noise emissions from "telecom hotels."

31 NYC activist and advocate for bicycling, pedestrians' rights and strategic pricing of
32 automobile use

33 Komanoff brings to local advocacy a flair for translating data into human terms, familiarity with
34 New York City's rich history, solidarity with the city's many cultures, and a passion for social
35 justice.

36 Beginning in 1986, Komanoff "re-founded" and led the NYC-based advocacy organization,
37 Transportation Alternatives. As volunteer (but virtually full-time) president, he forged T.A. into
38 a distinctive force for non-motor transportation in the New York region and made it a model for
39 grassroots transportation advocacy in dozens of U.S. cities. Under his leadership T.A. won a
40 string of victories including defeat of a Midtown bike ban and expanded access to area bridges,
41 roads and transit systems. Bicycling magazine acknowledged Komanoffrs accomplishments by
42 naming him a 1990 "Bicyclist of the Year."
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3 After retiring as T.A. president in 1992, Komanoff later co-founded the pedestrian rights organi-
4 zation Right Of Way. He spearheaded the group's "street memorial" project that memorialized
5 several hundred New York City pedestrians and cyclists and was honored in 2001 by Industrial
6 Design Magazine for advancing socially conscious design. Komanoffs 1999 report Killed By
7 Automobile drew on statistical analysis by Right Of Way volunteers of close to a thousand NYC
8 pedestrian and cyclist fatalities. These projects helped provoke public policies and paradigm
9 shifts (changing the focus from victim behavior to driver culpability) that have reduced fatal

10 pedestrian accidents by 25 percent.

11 Through technical reports such as his Road Relief study for the Washington State group Climate
12 Solutions, and in numerous articles, Komanoff has advocated for strategic re-pricing of motor ve-
13 hide use to curb traffic gridlock and raise municipal revenues. In 2002 he founded the Bridge
14 Tolls Advocacy Project, a campaign to support tolling New York City's East River bridges.
15 Through a WVeb site (www.bridgetolls.org) and research reports, including a groundbreaking
16 analysis of the effect of tolls on vehicle volumes and traffic flow, the project has documented the
17 mobility benefits and essential fairness of East River tolls.

1 8 Books
19 The Bicycle Blueprint: A Plan to Bring Bicycling into the Mainstream in New, York City (Trans-
20 portation Alternatives, 1993), chief editor, and co-author with Michele Herman et al.
21 Power Plant Cost Escalation: Nuclear and Coal Capital Costs, Regulation and Economics
22 (Komanoff Energy Associates, 1981, republished by Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1982).
23 Powver Plant Performance: Nuclear and Coal Capacity Factors and Economics (Council on Eco-
24 nomic Priorities, New York, 1976).
25 The Price of Poiver: Electric Utilities and the Environment (Council on Economic Priorities,
26 1972, republished by M.I.T. Press, 1974), co-authored with Sandy Noyes and Holly Miller.

27 Book Chapters
28 "Bicycling," in Encyclopedia of Energy (C.J. Cleveland, ed.), Elsevier, San Diego, 2004.
29 "Bicycle Transport in the US: Recent Trends and Policies" (with John Pucher), in Sustainable
30 Transport (R. Tolley, ed.), Woodhead Publishing Ltd., Cambridge, England, 2003.
31 "Doing Without Nuclear Power," in Accidents Will Happen: The Case Against Nuclear Powver
32 (L. Stephenson, ed.), Environmental Action Foundation and Harper & Row, New York, 1979.

33 Maior Reports
34 The Hours: Time Savingsfrom East River Bridge Tolls (Bridge Tolls Advocacy Project, New
35 York, 2003).
36 East River Bridge Tolls: Who Will Reallv Pay? (Bridge Tolls Advocacy Project, New York, 2003).
37 A Value-Pricing Toll Plan for the M TA. (Tri-State Transportation Campaign, New York, 2003).
38 Securing Powver Through Energy Conservation and Efficiency in Newv York: Profitingfrom Cali-
39 fornia s Experience (Riverkeeper et al., 2002).
40 Ending The Oil Age: A Plan to Kick the Saudi Habit (KEA, New York, 2002).
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3 The Only Good Cyclist: NYC Bicyclist Fatalities - Who i Responsible? (Right Of Way, New
4 York, 2000), with Michael J. Smith.
5 Drowning In Noise: Noise Costs of Jet Skis in America (Noise Pollution Clearinghouse, Montpe-
6 lier, VT, 2000), with Dr. Howard Shaw.
7 The Price OfA Ticket: Racial Profiling and Highway Deaths in New Jersey (Right Of Way, New
8 York, 1999), with Michael J. Smith.
9 Killed ByAutomobile: Death in the Streets in New York City 1994-1997 (Right Of Way, New

10 York, 1999)
11 Road Relief: Tax and Pricing Shifis for a Fairer, Clea'ner, and Less Congested Transportation
12 System in Washington State (with Todd Litman and Doug Howell, 1998,
13 http:// vwvw.climatesolutions.org/).
14 Environmental Consequences of Road Pricing (Energy Foundation, San Francisco, CA 1997).
15 Crossroads: Highway-Finance Subsidies in New Jersey (Tri-State Transportation Campaign, New
16 York, with Margaret Sikowitz, 1995).
17 Subsidies for Traffic: How Taxpayer Dollars Underwrite Driving in NYState (Tri-State Trans-
18 portation Campaign, New York, with Cora Roelofs, 1994).
19 Citizen Action Plan (Tri-State Transportation Campaign, New York, 1994), editor, lead author.
20 Fiscal Fission: The Economic Failure of Nuclear Power -A Report on the Historical Costs of
21 Nuclear Power in the United States (Greenpeace, U.S.A., with Cora Roelofs, 1992).
22 Environmental Benefis of Bicycling and Walking in the United States (Federal Highway Admini-
23 stration, 1992, Part 15 of the National Bicycling and Walking Study, 1994, lead author).
24 There They Go Again: A Critique of the AER/UDI Report on Future Electricity Adequacy
25 Through the Year 2000 (Nat'l. Assoc. of State Utility Consumer Advocates, 1987, co-authored).
26 Prometheus Boumd: Nuclear Power at the Turning Point (Cambridge Energy Research Associ-
27 ates, 1983), with I.C. Bupp.

28 Journal Articles
29 Injury Prevention, "Safety in numbers: a new dimension to the bicycle helmet controversy?,"
30 December 2001 (letter).
31 Journal of the American MedicalAssociation, "Elevated Blood Alcohol and Risk of Injury
32 Among Bicyclists," May 16, 2001 (letter).
33 Transportation Research "A ", "Bicycling Renaissance in North America? Recent Trends and
34 Alternative Policies to Promote Bicycling," 1999 (with John Pucher and Paul Schimek).

35 Bicycle Forum, "Restoring Cycling Habitat," No. 45, Summer 1997.

36 Public Utilities Fortnightly, "Predicting Nuclear Plant Capacity Factors," I December, 1994.

37 Pace Environmental Laiv Review, "Pollution Taxes for Roadway Transportation," Fall 1994.
3 8 Electricity Journal, " 10 Blows That Stopped Nuclear Power," January 199 1.

39 New England Journal of Public Policy, "Dismal Science Meets Dismal Subject: The (Mal)prac-
40 tice of Nuclear Power Economics," Fall 1985.
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3 Public Utilities Fortnightly, "Assessing the High Costs of New Nuclear Power Plants," 11 Octo-
4 ber 1984.
5 Nuclear Safety, "Sources of Nuclear Regulatory Requirements," Vol. 22, No. 4, Jul-Aug 1981.
6 Bulletin of theAtomic Scientists, "U.S. Nuclear Plant Performance," November 1980.

7 Journal of the American Pollution ControlAssociation, "Pollution Control Improvements in
8 Coal-Fired Electric Generating Plants," Vol. 30, No. 9, September 1980.
9 New York Review of Books, "Doing Without Nuclear Power," Vol. 26, No. 8, 17 May 1979.

10 New YorkAffairs, "The Storm King Controversy," Vol. 1I, No. 1, 1974 (with Ken Semmel).

11 Newspaper Op-Ed Pieces / Magazine Articles (selected)

12 New York Daily News, "Cops Should Ease Up On The Bike Rides," 19 October 2004.
13 Proiidence (RI) Journal, "Even Wind Power Can't Be Invisible," 6 June 2003.
14 New York Daily News, "Deficit Burden Must Be Shared," 6 March 2003.
15 New York Daily News, "Speed Up East River Bridge Tolling," 12 June 2002.
16 Newsday, "Giuliani Puts Brakes on Car Culture," 1 October 200 1.
17 New York Daily News, "Yet Another Helmet Law? - Let's Skip It," 1 0 January 200 1.
18 New York Daily Newvs, "Too Many Cyclists Are Dying," 3 March 2000.
19 The Mishington Post, "Refueling OPEC," 23 February 2000 (with Michael J. Smith).
20 The New York Times, "It Isn't Too Many Double-Parkers, It's Too Many Cars," 16 Oct. 1999
21 (with Michael J. Smith).
22 The New York 7Ames, "Pedestrians in Peril," 27 January 1998.
23 New York Daily News, "Bikes Are Safe, It's Cars That Kill," 10 December 1997.
24 New York Magazine, "Traffic: Demand and Supply," 16 December 1996.
25 New York Daily News, "The Man Who Had a Cure for Gridlock," 20 November 1996.
26 Newsday, "Should The L.I.E. Become a Toll Road?," 8 October 1995.
27 Crain s NYButsiness, "Steep Gas Tax is One Way to Ease Fiscal Pain," 30 September 1991.
28 Newsday, "Don't Convert Shoreham - Use Less Power," 4 December 1990.
29 The New York 7imes, "Bikes Just Lack 'Curb Appeal'," I September 1990.
30 The Wdshington Post, "Instead of a Gas Tax, How About a Carbon Tax," 6 March 1989.
31 The New York Times, "The Power Shortage Is A Mirage," 28 April 1985.
32 Wall Street Journal, "Nuclear Crews Stretch Work, Up Costs," 19 March 1984.
33 Newsday, "Lilco's Owners Should Share The Burden," 11 January 1983.
34 Los Angeles Times, "A Coal-Fired Future," 3 September 1981.
35 Newsday, "Let's Halt Shoreham Work While Seeking True Costs," 19 June 1980.
36 Newsday, "Shoreham: Time ForA Reappraisal," 26 June 1979.
37 New York Review' of Books, "Doing Without Nuclear Power," 17 May 1979 (cover article).
38 The ANew York limes, "Rights for Urban Bikers," 16 July 1978.
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2 Pursuant to 10 CFR § 2.305 the undersigned attorney of record certifies that on

3 January 7, 2005, the foregoing Direct Testimony of Charles Komanoff was served by

4 electronic mail and by first class mail upon the following:

5 G. Paul Bollwerk, III
6 Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel
7 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
8 Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
9 e-mail: gpb_,nrc.gov

10
11 Dr. Paul B. Abramson
12 Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel
13 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
14 Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
15 e-mail: pba(~nrc.gov
16
17 Dr. Charles N. Kelber
18 Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel
19 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
20 Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
21 e-mail: cnk(inrc.gov
22
23 James Curtiss, Esq.
24 David A. Repka, Esq.
25 Winston & Strawn
26 1400 L St.
27 Washington, D.C. 20005-3502
28 e-mail: icurtiss(vwinston.com
29 drepka(awinston.com
30 moneill(a)winston.com
31
32 John W. Lawrence, Esq.
33 Louisiana Energy Services, L.P.
34 2600 Virginia Ave., N.W.
35 Suite 610
36 Washington, D.C. 20037
37 e-mail: ilawrence(iinefnm.com
38
39
40
41
42
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1 Office of the General Counsel
2 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
3 Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
4 Attention: Associate General Counsel for Hearings, Enforcement, and
5 Administration
6 e-mail: OGCMailCenter(nrc.gov
7 Ibc()nrc.gov
8 abclXnrc.gov
9 jth(~nrc.gov

10 dmrl(anrc.gov
11 dac3(anrc.gov
12
13 Office of Commission Appellate Adjudication
14 Mail Stop 0-16C1
15 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
16 Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
17
18 Tannis L. Fox, Esq.
19 Deputy General Counsel
20 New Mexico Environment Department
21 1190 St. Francis Drive
22 Santa Fe, NM 87502-1031
23 e-mail: tannis fox(inmenv.state.nm.us
24
25 Glenn R. Smith, Esq.
26 Christopher D. Coppin, Esq.
27 Stephen R. Farris, Esq.
28 David M. Pato, Esq.
29 Assistant Attorneys General
30 P.O. Drawer 1508
31 Santa Fe, NM 87504-1508
32 e-mail: ccoppin(cago.state.nm.us
33 dpato(i)ago.state.nm.us
34 Rsmitha).ago.state.nm.us
35 sfarris(gago.state.nm.us
36
37 Secretary
38 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
39 Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
40 Attention: Rulemakings and Adjudications Staff (original and two copies)
41 e-mail: hearingdocket(mnrc.gov
42
43
44 Lindsay A. Lovejoy, Jr.
45 618 Paseo de Peralta, Unit B
46 Santa Fe, NM 87501
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